
WJEC 2015 Online Exam Review

GCE Physics - PH2 - 1322-01

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 2861 7.1 3.1 12 59.3 99.9

2 2814 4.9 2.3 7 69.4 98.3

3 2845 4.5 2.4 8 56.3 99.3

4 2850 7.2 3.5 14 51.5 99.5

5 2849 6.4 2.8 10 64.3 99.5

6 2778 5.9 3.7 12 49.3 97

7 2846 5.8 2.6 9 64 99.4

8 2821 4.7 2 8 58.5 98.5
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Sticky Note

Answer equivalent to in phase.



Sticky Note

Candidate simply hasn’t grasped that in a progressive wave amplitude is the same all the way along (or falls off steadily).



Sticky Note

Sound answer



Sticky Note

Correct calculation credited: one mark.







Sticky Note

As in script A, the two slit equation is used ‘backwards’ to find a ‘new’ value, 7.5 mm, for wavelength. This time the candidate states, correctly, that there is destructive interference at P, but there is no reasoning. One approach would be that, with the actual wavelength of 15 mm, the constructive interference points would be 60 mm apart instead of 30, so there’d be destructive interference at P.



Sticky Note

The explanation of what diffraction means is not related to the set-up given, nor does the explanation of its role in producing the interference pattern go beyond what it says in the question.





		Q1 example 2.pdf

		Q1 B

		Q1 B2












Sticky Note

Wholly correct.



Sticky Note

Method fine but candidate confused mW with MW – a surprisingly common mistake. Some laser! Method mark gained.



Sticky Note

Wholly correct.







Sticky Note

Clear, concise answer. Student didn’t waste time stating how population inversion is achieved.



Sticky Note

A good answer, though we also wanted mention of a decreased fraction of photons absorbed.
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		Q6 A2


















		Q4 example 3.pdf

		Q4 C1

		Q4 C2












Sticky Note

Correct transition and correct use of λ = hc/ΔE, but, oddly, no sensible answer calculated.



Sticky Note

This candidate was not the only one who attempted to find the number of photons per second by dividing the output power by the electronic charge.



Sticky Note

Although the right pumping energy seems to have been selected, it is inserted in the wrong line of the fraction. What’s on the other line reveals more confusion.







Sticky Note

Stimulated emission not described correctly.



Sticky Note

Continued use of wrong ideas about laser action.
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		Q6 A2
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PH2 


 


Question Marking details 
Marks 


Available 


     


1 (a) (i) In phase  [Accept: in step.]                                                                   1 


 


  (ii) Same amplitude everywhere [Accept: amplitude gets less and less.]   1 


     


 (b) (i) v = 500 mm s
-1


 or 0.5 m s
-1


 or T = 0.03 s. Accept without units.  (1)            


Attempted use of  




v


f  not c  = 3  10
8
 m s


-1
)  or  


1
f


T
 or by 


implication  (1)                    


33 [Hz]  (1)                


                                                                                 


 


 


3 


 


   


(ii) Working shows crests have moved 
3



or 5 mm or by implic   (1)       


Positions convincing by eye  (1) Accept at 5 mm or  third distance  


between crests.  


Fewer than 3 lines shown award 1 mark only.                                                                   2 


     


 (c) (i) 80 mm, 320 mm and 15 mm correctly put in double slit equation (1)       


states or implies that first const int is at 60 mm from axis. (1)                  


concludes that there is dest int at P (1)                                                       


•  Give 1 mark if candidate claims first const int at 120 mm, having 


put in 40 mm instead of 80 mm for slit separation, and another mark 


if goes on to conclude that neither dest not const at P. 


•  If equation used ‘backwards’, putting in 30 mm and finding 7.5 


mm for  award 1 mark and 2
nd


 mark if also states that dest int at P. 
For the 3


rd
 mark it must be carefully explained why destructive 


interference at P for  = 15 mm 


Alternative solution: 


Path difference  = 7.7 ± 0.1 mm (1) 


This is equal to / approximately equal to 
2



 (1) 


Hence destructive interference will occur (1)  


 


 


3 


     


  (ii) Diffraction is spreading of waves at slits (1)                                             


Without which waves wouldn’t overlap (or superpose) (1)                      


 


2 


     


   Question 1 total [12] 
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Examiner
only


4. (a) Rainbows form when sunlight is refracted and reflected by raindrops. The diagram 
shows the path of red light (of wavelength 700 nm) through a raindrop when a rainbow is 
observed.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


 (i) The refractive index of water (for light of this wavelength) is 1.331. Calculate the 
angle of incidence, θ, at P. [Refractive index of air = 1.000.] [2]


 


 


 


 (ii) Is the internal reflection at Q a case of total internal reflection? Give your reasoning 
clearly. [2]


 


 


 


 (iii) The diagram below shows the paths (difference exaggerated) of violet and red light 
through the raindrop. The paths are different because different wavelengths of light 
travel through water at slightly different speeds.


redviolet


white
P


  By comparing the refraction of the red and the violet light at P, explain which colour, 
violet or red, travels more slowly through water. [2]


 


 


 


from Sun


to observer


40.36° Q


R


P
θ
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 (b) Light takes 1.75 µs to travel through 360 m of multimode fibre by the quickest route through 


the core.


 (i) Show that the refractive index of the core is approximately 1.5, giving your own 
answer to 3 significant figures. [2]


 


 


 


 


 (ii) The greatest angle, θ, to the axis at which light can propagate with total internal 
reflection is 15°.
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  Calculate the refractive index of the cladding. [3]


 


 


 


 (iii) Although total internal reflection occurs for any angle smaller than 15° to the axis, 
the accurate transmission of data encoded as a rapid stream of pulses is more 
likely if the paths are restricted to a maximum angle much lower than 15°. Explain 
why. [3]


 


 


 


 


axis


claddingcore


θ


















		Q4 example 1.pdf

		Q4 A1

		Q4 A2












Sticky Note

Correct.



Sticky Note

Clear and correct.



Sticky Note

“Slowed down more” implies that the refraction at P was associated with slowing of the light. So more refraction, by the violet, means that violet travels more slowly than the red. A very good answer.







Sticky Note

(i) and (ii) Very good answers.



Sticky Note

The point isn’t clearly made that reducing the maximum angle to the axis reduces the maximum time of travel (and hence the spread of times) for pulses to travel a length of fibre. The points about pulse broadening and the possibility of overlap are well made.





		Q4 example 3.pdf

		Q4 C1

		Q4 C2












Sticky Note

Correct.



Sticky Note

Seems to assume that, because no light is shown leaving the drop at Q, none did. Stem of question needed reading more carefully. In any case the mark allocation showed that something less trivial was needed. [It would have been fine to point out that since light left the drop at R (with the same angle of incidence) or entered at P (with the same angle of refraction) some must have got out at Q!]



Sticky Note

Confused and wrong.







Sticky Note

Correct method but, unfortunately, candidate didn’t give the 3 sig figs asked for.



Sticky Note

Refraction equation used correctly, except for wrong angle of incidence in the core. A non-trivial mistake, but one mark given for use of equation.



Sticky Note

One mark given for explanation of reduction of maximum distance travelled, but no clear link to data transmission.





		Q4 example 1.pdf

		Q4 A1

		Q4 A2












Sticky Note

(i) and  (ii) Concise and correct



Sticky Note

By far the most popular successful method.



Sticky Note

We accepted wavefronts drawn either 5 mm to the right of the t = 0 wavefronts, or 1/3 of the way between one t = 0 wavefront and the next. As would always be the case, correct calculations helped to resolve any doubts about the correctness of the drawing.







Sticky Note

The student has used the data correctly to find the spacing between points of constructive interference. This makes it easy to deduce that there is destructive interference at P.



Sticky Note

Diffraction was related to the slits, and ‘interact’ was accepted to mean superposed.





		Q1 example 3.pdf

		Q1 C

		Q1 C2
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Sticky Note

Correct answer



Sticky Note

Confuses amplitude with displacement.



Sticky Note

Strategy (use) is sound. For some reason candidate abandoned his correct value of wave speed in favour of the wholly inappropriate speed of light.



Sticky Note

Calculation, and hence sketch, incorrect.







Sticky Note

This candidate, like many, ignored the value of wavelength given, and assumed, contrary to the wording of the question, that there was constructive interference at P. Putting a = 30 mm into the two slit equation gave him a different value for the wavelength. He then became thoroughly confused. [One mark for use of the equation.]



Sticky Note

The word ‘meet’ was taken to mean superpose. Candidate could have gained the other mark for pointing out that diffraction, in this case, referred to the waves spreading from the slits.
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6. A simplified energy level diagram is given for a four level laser system.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


P 3.07 × 10–18 J
U 2.66 × 10–18 J
L 2.21 × 10–18 J


ground 0


 (a) Calculate:


 (i) the wavelength of radiation emitted by stimulated emission; [3]


 


 


 


 


 (ii) the number of photons of this radiation emitted per second if the output power of the 
laser is 15 mW; [2]


 


 


 


 


 (iii) the energy of a photon emitted in a stimulated emission event as a percentage of 
the energy needed for a pumping event. [2]


 


 


 


 







(1322-01) Turn over.
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 (b) As light goes from one end of the laser cavity to the other, its intensity increases.


 (i) Referring to the energy level diagram, explain in terms of photons how the increase 
in intensity takes place. [Assume that a population inversion has already been set 
up.] [3]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 (ii) The pumping rate is now increased, making the population inversion greater. 
Suggest why this makes the output power greater than before. [2]
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Sticky Note

Good attempt to use λ = hc/ΔE, but wrong transition. The U – L transition was required by its being a four level system.



Sticky Note

Full ecf was available for using the wrong transition, but candidate has made another (small) slip.



Sticky Note

Full ecf







Sticky Note

The right levels are now being referred to, but the transition is said to be from L to U. Maybe a slip. Otherwise the answer is excellent.



Sticky Note

Giving spontaneous emission equal prominence with stimulated emission confused the issue. Also no mention of decreased absorption probability.





		Q6 example 2.pdf

		Q6 B1

		Q6 B2





















Sticky Note

Correct



Sticky Note

Critical angle correctly calculated. Wrong conclusion drawn, perhaps because angle of incidence in air (59.5°) considered, instead of relevant angle (40.4°).



Sticky Note

Wrong answer and confused reasoning.







Sticky Note

Clear and correct.



Sticky Note

Where has 1.48 come from? Probably a copying slip.



Sticky Note

Doesn’t address the question until the last sentence. There will indeed be less multimode dispersion, but only one of the three marks could be gained if the explanation went no further.
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Answer all questions.


1. (a) A student gives the following wrong definition of wavelength.


  “The wavelength of a progressive wave is the distance between two successive points 
which are oscillating with the same amplitude.”


 (i) Write down the words which should replace the words in italics. [1]


 


 (ii) Explain why the student’s original version does not make sense. [1]


 


 


 (b) The top diagram is a plan (view from above) showing the positions of the crests of a 
progressive water wave at time t = 0. Underneath is a vertical section (side view) of the 
water surface at time t = 0.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


 (i) By the time t = 0.12 s the wave has travelled 60 mm. The wavelength is 15 mm. 
Calculate the frequency. [3]


 


 


 


 


 (ii) On the top diagram carefully draw in the positions of the crests at t = 0.010 s.  [2]
  Space for calculations if needed.


VIEW
FROM
ABOVE


SIDE
VIEW


direction of travel of wave
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 (c) A barrier with two narrow slits is placed as shown in the path of water waves of wavelength 


15 mm. An interference pattern is observed. Diagram not to scale.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


40 mm 30 mm320 mm


40 mm


P


 (i) Making use of the equation for double slit interference, determine whether there is 
constructive or destructive interference at point P. Give your reasoning. [3]


 


 


 


 


 


 (ii) Explain why diffraction is essential for the formation of the interference pattern. [2]
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